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Uncertain Times
Very Truly Yours

This is my first tab, so if anyone has any corrections or additions, I m all
ears! I
love Very Truly Yours, and was disappointed to discover that no one had
submitted the
chords to any of their songs! So, I watched a live performance and figured
things out 
from there. It might not be 100% accurate...

I recommend that you play the barred version of the F major chord, it gives a
fuller
sound, and it s the version used in the song. Tuning is standard.

Enjoy!

Intro: C

C                                    F
I don t think your love will come so easily

C                          F
How it happened, you found love

Em          Dm                      F                  C
Love, is as pretty as dew drops on leaves on a morning day

C                            F
I don t think you ll ever be lonely again

    C                                      F
You spend your days, like you never really care

Em         Dm                    F                  C
Love, make sure that you make it all the way to the train

          C              F
And as it comes (?), sometimes it falls apart

           Em               C
And you ll be alone, in the most uncertain times

F                     Em            G



And the light doesn t shine like it used to

C                               F
I don t think you ll ever be in love-ly again

       C                                     F
As you spend your days, like you never really care

Em        Dm            F                          C
I ll make sure that you make it all the way to the train

          C              F
And as it comes (?), sometimes it falls apart

    Em                      F
And you ll be alone, in the most uncertain times

F                     Em            G
And the light doesn t shine like it used to

*Keyboard Solo* (Alternate between C and F)

C
Aaaaaaaaahhhhh

F
Aaaaaaaaahhhhh

C
Aaaaaaaaahhhhh

F
Aaaaaaaaahhhhh

C
Aaaaaaaaahhhhh

F
Aaaaaaaaahhhhh

Finish on G

                                |  The End!  |


